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cite inmath package of babel? I want to use the \citet command in the inmath package that comes with the babel package. It seems that the command \citet expects the cite-style option to be invert-before, like \citet[invert-before=false,cite-style=numeric]{qiang} However, the cite-style=numeric option is already provided by the package preprint that comes with the same bundle.
It is easy to avoid the conflict by using the biblatex package as suggested in many other posts on this site. However, I'd like to know what's going on. A: In math mode, inmath uses a ‘true’ cite style, i.e., \citet{} places the citation at the correct place and looks for a proper cite key in the biblatex database. (The regex search in biblatex looks for, [^ ]*). However, this means that the
citation will be placed at the end of the line if there is no space between the cite key and the bibliographic info. This can be avoided by using a citation style that is set to ‘numeric’ instead, as mentioned in the question. \documentclass{article} \usepackage{cite} \usepackage{inmath} \begin{document} Lorem Ipsum\par \citet[invert-before=false,cite-style=numeric]{qiang}% Q.

alii, *Lorem Ipsum*, *vol. nexx, \dots ote{a}\dots \citet[invert-before=true,cite-style=numeric]{qiang}% Q. alii, *Lorem Ipsum*, *vol. ne
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